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The
labourer's
position
becomes
desperate,
though
enclosure
is not
generally
responsible
for a serious
worsening
of his
position.
But he has
a sense of
injustice.
 prices rose, farmers ceased to pay the labourer in kind, and
though wages rose considerably they entirely failed to keep
pace with prices. Between 1790 and 1804 wages rose by
about 40 per cent., but since 1760 the price of provisions
had risen by between 50 and 100 per cent., and in distant
parts of the country by several hundreds per cent.1 Those
who studied family budgets found that only about 60 per
cent, of the cost of living could be earned by the family.2
The labourer had either to reduce his standard of living or
to seek poor relief. In 1795 a proposal to regulate wages
by the price of wheat was considered, and in 1795 and 1800
Bills were introduced to fix a minimum wage, but both were
rejected. While wages were failing to keep pace with prices,
industry was being transferred to the factory and the family
lost its spinning, its weaving and other domestic occupations.
In some ways the labourer was perhaps not much less
favourably situated than before the enclosures. While
the open-field system remained, employment had been
irregular, and though he had a holding of his own, the
labourer had to tend it intermittently as opportunity arose.
His hours of work had always been long, for he worked from
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. in spring and summer, from 5 a.m. to sunset
in harvest and from eight till dark in winter. His just share
in the commons had often been taken by outsiders, and
many of the cottagers and squatters lived under the most
squalid conditions.3
But though his actual condition was not much worse,
the labourer had to face the great unsettlement which
temporarily followed enclosure; he was alienated from the
soil and he had lost his independence. As he saw the large
landowner growing richer, he nursed an understandable
sense of injustice, and he was more than ever affected by
the fluctuations of wages and prices. Many drifted into the
towns to seek employment in the growing industries, and to
share the problems of the rapidly expanding towns.
After 1813 the condition of agriculture rapidly became
1 Hasbach, op. cit.f p. 131.	2 Hasbach, op. cit., p. 144,
a For instance in Buckingham, Northampton and elsewhere cow-
dung mixed with straw was used as fuel (Ernie, op. cit.t p. 198).

